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1 RICH1

Charged hadrons discrimination, namely the separation between pions, kaons and protons,2

is a crucial aspect of the LHCb flavour physics programme. Hadron PID is provided in3

LHCb by the RICH system in the 2.6 – 100 GeV momentum range, and it plays a central4

role in the measurements performed in LHCb with Run 1 and 2 data [1,2]. The RICH5

system allows to: distinguish between final states of otherwise identical topologies, e.g.6

B0
(s) → π+π−, K+π−, K+K− decay modes; heavily reduce the combinatorial background7

in decay modes involving hadrons in the final state, such as B0
s → φφ, where φ→ K+K−,8

that would be prohibitively large without PID requirements; perform the flavour tagging9

of a B0
(s) meson at the production vertex, relying on charged kaons identification from the10

b→ c→ s decay chain. The information provided by the RICH system is also used to11

suppress the combinatorial background at the HLT2 level.12

The overall layout of the RICH system consists of two detectors, RICH1 and RICH2,13

shown in Fig. 1 and described in detail in the LHCb construction paper [3]. In both14

detectors the Cherenkov photons produced inside fluorocarbon gaseous radiators are15

reflected outside the LHCb acceptance by means of a system of spherical and planar16

mirrors, focusing the ring images on the photon detector planes.17

RICH1 is located upstream the dipole magnet and employs a C4F10 gas radiator,18

having a refractive index n = 1.0014 for Cherenkov radiation of λ = 400 nm at Standard19

Temperature and Pressure (STP), allowing to provide PID in the momentum range20

between 2.6 and 60 GeV.1 The average path length of particles inside the radiator is21

approximately 110 cm. RICH2 is designed to provide PID for higher momentum particles,22

between 15 and 100 GeV, with a CF4 gas radiator, having a refractive index n = 1.000523

at λ = 400 nm in STP, and a tracks average path of 167 cm.24

In order to readout the detectors at the 40 MHz rate, the full photon detection chain is25

replaced in both RICH1 and RICH2 detectors, since the former Hybrid Photon Detectors26

(HPD) had an embedded FE electronics limited to 1 MHz. The HPDs are replaced with27

Multi-Anode Photomultipliers Tubes (MaPMTs) and a brand-new FE electronics. The28

upgraded photon detection modules are described in Sec. 1.1.29

One of the key parameters driving the performance of the RICH system is the efficiency30

of the pattern recognition algorithm, optimal for detected occupancies not exceeding31

the 30% as determined from the experience with the Run 1 and 2 operations.2 With32

the five-fold increase in the instantaneous luminosity, a redesign of the RICH1 optics is33

necessary to reduce the peak occupancy, as described in Sec. 1.2. The optical system and34

mechanics envelope of RICH2 can be left unchanged, but new support structures housing35

the photon detectors are required, as reported in Sec. 1.3.36

Monitoring and controls are updated as well, to cope with the changes of the photon37

detection chain and the readout infrastructure, as shown in Sec. 1.4. The upgraded RICH38

system has been designed to improve the single photon resolution and to keep the excellent39

PID performance provided in Run 1 and 2 in the more challenging conditions of Run 3.40

The expected performance is reported in Sec. 1.6.41

1The silica aerogel radiator used in Run 1 has been removed in LS1, improving the overall RICH
performance in Run 2.

2The occupancy is defined as the number of fired channels over the total number of channels in a given
region at the 40 MHz readout rate.
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(a) (b)

Figure 1: Schematic view of the (a) RICH1 and (b) RICH2 detectors. RICH1 covers an
angular acceptance of ±25 − 300 mrad in the magnet bending plane and ±250 mrad in the
vertical direction, while it extends between 990 and 2165 mm along the z-axis. The photon
detector planes are located above and below the beam pipe, where the residual magnetic field is
minimal. RICH2 is located downstream the dipole magnet, covering an angular acceptance of
±15− 120 mrad in the magnet bending plane and ±100 mrad in the vertical direction, while it
extends between 9500 and 11832 mm along the z-axis. The photon detector planes are located
on the LHCb detector sides.

1.1 The upgraded photon detection chain42

The design of the upgraded photon detection chain has been optimised in order to cope43

with the highly non-uniform occupancy expected in the RICH system, running from44

about 30% in the central region of RICH1 down to 5% in the peripheral region of RICH2.45

The largest hit rates correspond to Cherenkov photons associated to the large number46

of tracks produced at higher pseudorapidity. This occupancy distribution is primarily47

due to the need to keep the existing overall mechanical constraints within the LHCb48

detector, and has significant implications on the cost optimisation. As described in the49

following, the photon detection planes are indeed subdivided into two regions having50
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different granularity, with the aim of maximising the cost savings while keeping an optimal51

performance. In addition, in order to ensure stable operations of the RICH detectors for52

the whole duration of LHC Run 3, a careful evaluation of the photon detection chain53

performance under high radiation fields has been performed as described in Sec. 1.1.5.54

1.1.1 Photon detectors55

The choice of photon detectors has been driven by the need of a device with good spatial56

resolution while maintaining excellent active area, detection efficiency between 200 and57

600 nm, and very low background noise to operate in single photon mode despite the high58

occupancy foreseen. Multi-anode Photo-Multiplier Tubes (MaPMTs) had already been59

considered during the first construction of the RICH detectors, but were rejected mostly60

due to the limited active area of such devices at the time (∼40%). The latest models61

produced by Hamamatsu are instead characterised by an active area exceeding 80%. The62

whole RICH1 and the central region of RICH2 are equipped with Hamamatsu R1374263

MaPMTs, a custom variant of the commercially available R11265, while the outer region64

of RICH2 has been equipped with Hamamatsu R13743, a custom variant of the R12699.65

Both types of MaPMTs are composed by a matrix of 8× 8 anodes: the R13742 is a 1-inch66

photon detector with a pixel size of 2.88×2.88 mm2, ideal for the high occupancy areas of67

the RICH system, while the R13742 is a 2-inches device, with a pixel size of 6×6 mm2.68

The decision to install units with a coarser granularity in the outskirts of RICH2 has been69

driven by the advantage of reducing the number of instrumented channels and photon70

detectors to be purchased. Due to the low occupancy expected in such areas, simulation71

studies show that the worse spatial resolution and worse active area have a negligible72

impact on the overall RICH performance. The MaPMTs installed in the LHC Run 373

RICH detectors, together with the schematic view of their internal structure, are shown74

in Fig. 2.75

(a)
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(b)

Figure 2: (a): the MaPMTs selected for the Run 3 RICH detectors with the 2-inches R13743
on the left and the 1-inch R13742 on the right. (b): Scheme of the internal structure of the
Hamamatsu MaPMT.

A total of 1920 and 768 R13742 are installed in RICH1 and RICH2, respectively,76

while 384 R13743 are installed in RICH2. Over 3500 units, including spares, have77

been purchased by the RICH collaboration and Quality Assured to verify contractual78

specifications, reported in Tab. 1.79
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MaPMT type G [Me] uniformity DCR peak-to-valley
R13742 > 106 1:4 < 2.5 kHz/cm2 > 1/3
R13743 > 106 1:3 < 2.5 kHz/cm2 > 1/3

Table 1: Summary of the main requirements for the MaPMTs: average gain, gain ratio between
pixels, dark count rate (DCR) and peak-to-valley ratio.
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Figure 3: (a): Typical spectra for a pixel as a function of the HV value. (b) QE curves for a
sample of R13742 MaPMTs from the production: the ultra bi-alkali photocathode allows to
reach excellent values of QE.

In order to qualify the full MaPMTs production, a dedicated setup and test protocol80

has been developed and installed in two facilities. The typical set of runs performed to81

qualify each anode of each unit is shown in Fig. 3 (a), showing the pulse height spectrum82

as a function of the High-Voltage (HV) and the extremely low dark count rate. Further83

tests are performed on a sub-sample of the production to confirm specific properties84

tested during the R&D phase such as the Quantum Efficiency, whose typical curves are85

displayed in Fig. 3 (b), and the behaviour in magnetic field, described in Sec. 1.1.2. The86

parameters gathered during the Quality Assurance phase are used both for the acceptance87

of the MaPMT as well as for the optimisation of the placement of the units in the photon88

detector planes.89

The MaPMTs production was completed in 2018 and was accompanied by test on90

beam in parallel to gather complementary results. A full Run 3 module, composed by 1291

MaPMTs was installed inside RICH2 and operated during the last year of data taking92

before LS2. During such test a Signal-Induced-Noise (SIN), delayed with respect to the93

incoming photon, was observed for the first time in the outer rows of the R13742 units.94

The SIN has been thoroughly studied and characterised due to the possible pile-up effects95

in the high occupancy region of RICH1 [4]. The main mitigation to the SIN comes from96

lowering the HV while keeping a good detection efficiency. Furthermore Hamamatsu97

designed and produced a sub-set of units to limit the occurrence of such effect. A total of98

200 SIN-mitigated units have been delivered and quality assured, to be finally installed in99

the high occupancy region of RICH1.100
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1.1.2 Front-end electronics and elementary cell101

The average hit rate in the hottest regions of RICH1 can exceed 107 hits/s per pixel in102

average. It requires fast, radiation-hard electronics, with low power consumption to ease103

the need for cooling. This motivated the design of a custom 8-channel frontend ASIC104

named CLARO [5]. Each CLARO channel is composed of an analogue trans-impedance105

amplifier followed by a discriminator. The amplifier reads the current pulses from the106

MaPMT with a low input impedance, converts them to voltage pulses, and feeds them to107

the discriminator, which triggers if the input signal crosses the threshold, generating a108

short asynchronous digital pulse at the output. The output signal of each channel has109

a voltage swing of 2.5 V, with rising and falling edges of a few ns. The pulse duration110

depends on the amplitude of the input signal above threshold, and lasts from a few ns to111

about 25 ns for typical single photon hits. The power consumption is 0.7 mW/channel,112

which increases to about 2.5 mW/channel at 107 hits/s due to the current required to113

drive the output to the digital board.114

The CLARO configuration register is 128-bit long, of which 96 store the configuration115

bits of 8 channels, and the remaining bits control global features of the ASIC. Each116

channel is controlled by 12 bits, of which two are used to attenuate the input signals by a117

factor 1 (no attenuation), 2, 4 or 8, effectively setting a gain of 1, 1/2, 1/4, 1/8. Six bits118

are used to set the threshold of the discriminator in 64 steps; at gain 1, each threshold119

step is approximately 20 ke−. The threshold step scales according to the attenuation,120

becoming 40 ke−, 80 ke−, 160 ke− if larger attenuation values are set. Another bit of121

the channel register can be used to offset the threshold setting by an amount equivalent122

to approximately 32 steps. This centres the actual threshold zero at mid-scale of the123

threshold setting DAC, allowing to use the threshold DAC itself to cancel the offset at the124

discriminator input. The use of the offset bit guarantees that the lowest threshold settings125

can be reached also in channels that exhibit large offsets. For all channels, the actual126

thresholds that correspond to a given setting are calibrated with test signals injected at127

the input through a dedicated test capacitor. A more detailed description of the CLARO128

design, and of its remaining functionalities which are not covered here, can be found in129

Ref. [5].130

The MaPMT pixels are arranged in 8x8 matrices. The low channel count of the131

CLARO was chosen to match this arrangement, and allows to place the ASIC as close132

as possible to the MaPMT anodes, minimising the parasitic capacitance at the input.133

This reduces both fundamental noise and the susceptibility to interference. The readout134

system was arranged in compact units named Elementary Cells (EC). Two types of ECs,135

providing the different granularity mentioned before, are used: R-type (EC-R) and H-type136

(EC-H) elementary cells.137

An exploded view of the EC-R is shown in Fig. 4. It reads out 2x2 R13742 MaPMTs,138

for a total of 256 pixels in approximately 2x2 square inches. The MaPMTs plug into the139

baseboard, which hosts four 3 MΩ resistive dividers in parallel to bias the dynodes of each140

MaPMT. The high voltage that feeds the divider comes from a dedicated connector. The141

last two dynodes of the chain can be powered by dedicated supply lines in high occupancy142

regions, where the current draw is higher and can induce non-linearity effects in MaPMT143

gains. A magnetic shield is placed in front of the MaPMTs in the RICH1 EC-Rs, where144

even inside the iron chassis the stray magnetic field from the LHCb magnet is up to145

about 2 mT. The shield is cross-shaped and made of mu-metal. It deflects the field lines,146
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Figure 4: Schematic view of the R-type elementary cell.

(a) (b)

Figure 5: Counting efficiency as a function of the longitudinal magnetic field for an edge pixel,
at different values of HV, for an EC-R (a) without and (b) with the magnetic shield.

attenuating the magnetic field that reaches the MaPMT by a factor of approximately 20,147

to the point where its effect on MaPMT performance becomes negligible, as shown in148

Fig. 5.149

The baseboard propagates the anode signals to the connectors on the other side, where150

four FE boards (FEBs) are plugged in, each with eight CLARO ASICs (four on each151

side) that convert the anode signals to binary pulses. On the other side of the FEBs,152

the backboard routes the output signals to the Photon Detector Module Digital Boards153

(PDMDB), described in Sec. 1.1.3, through two high density connectors. The CLARO154

power supply and control signals are generated on the PDMDBs and are routed through155

the backboard as well. A 3.0 mm thick and 40.5 mm long Aluminium case serves as156
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Figure 6: Schematic view of the H-type elementary cell.

mechanical support structure for the electronic components and allows thermal transfer157

by conduction, where the heat dissipation from the voltage dividers is favoured by copper158

layers internal to the baseboard. Eight temperature probes (Pt1000) are installed on159

the EC-Rs and routed to the PDMDBs: two per baseboard, one per FEB and two per160

backboard. 480 EC-Rs build the RICH1 photon detector planes and 192 EC-Rs are used161

in the central region of RICH2.162

The EC-H, shown in Fig. 6, is designed to read out a single R13743 MaPMT (64163

pixels in 2x2 square inches). The design of the baseboard, with a single 2.5 MΩ voltage164

divider, and backboard are adapted accordingly. Only two FEBs are used in this case,165

with half the CLARO channels disabled. The output of the backboard has one high166

density connector. Five temperatures probes are installed on the EC-Hs: two Pt1000 per167

baseboard, one per FEB and one per backboard. 384 EC-Hs are used in the peripheral168

region of RICH2.169

1.1.3 Photon detector module digital boards170

The PDMDB is required to transport the digitised photon detector signals away from the171

high radiation region of the detector without introducing deadtime and while preserving172

the photon detection efficiency. The design of the board is highly constrained by the173

physical layout of the photon detection plane, the confined space, the radiation environment174

and the presence of a magnetic field. Furthermore, the data transmission and controls175

interfaces are required to be compatible with the data acquisition infrastructure that is176

common to all the LHCb subdetectors.177
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(a) (b)

Figure 7: Picture of (a) PDMDB-R and (b) PDMDB-H.

An FPGA-based approach is adopted as a flexible way to capture and format the178

data and to interface between the different electrical signalling standards of the frontend179

ASICs and GBT chipset. A comprehensive set of measurements at a number of irradiation180

facilities, reported in Sec. 1.1.5, has demonstrated that the Xilinx Kintex-7 FPGA is181

sufficiently tolerant to the effects of radiation in the RICH environment provided certain182

mitigating design features are incorporated. Nevertheless, a modular design, with the183

radiation hard by design components on pluggable modules, allows these parts to be184

reused in case it becomes necessary in the future to replace the FPGAs.185

Two variants of the PDMDB are used in correspondence of the different granularity of186

the photon detectors planes. A pair of back-to-back PDMDB-Rs is coupled to a group of187

four EC-Rs and a single PDMDB-H is coupled to a group of four EC-Hs. The assembly of188

four ECs and one or two PDMDBs is called Photon Detector Module (PDM). The choice189

of three Xilinx XC7K70T-1FBG676C for each PDMDB-R and two for each PDMDB-H is190

found to give the lowest overall cost, being dominated by the optical data transmission191

and by the FPGA.192

The TCM is a 3×6 cm2 plug-in module that provides the interface for the fast and193

slow controls data exchanged between a PDM and the LHCb global online system. The194

physical link is implemented using a VTRX and GBTX operating in bidirectional forward-195

error-correction mode. The TCM recovers the LHCb system clock from the link and the196

GBTX generates local clocks, synchronous with the LHCb clock and with deterministic197
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skew, that are used as the local reference clocks for the PDM. The initial configuration198

of the TCM is programmed into its e-fuses. This ensures that the master GBTX link is199

brought into operational mode at power-on without requiring external configuration. The200

full configuration is then completed through the now operational master link. The TCM201

implements the various protocols required for the configuration of the PDM using the202

GBT-SCA ASIC that is connected to the GBTX SC e-port operating at 80 MHz. These203

protocols include I2C to program the DTM GBTXs, JTAG to program the FPGAs, SPI204

to configure the CLARO ASICs, ADCs for temperature and voltage monitoring for the205

PDM, DACs to generate the voltage level for CLARO test pulse generation and GPIOs206

for local resets and digital control. All electrical connections between the TCM and the207

PDMDB motherboard are through a 10×20 pin low profile MegArray connector.208

The DTM is a 3×6 cm2 plug-in module that provides the high speed data transmission209

interface for the PDM. Each DTM receives data from one FPGA therefore there are three210

on each PDMDB-R and two on each PDMDB-H. The physical uplink is implemented211

by the VTTX dual optical transmitter with each channel connected to a GBTX ASIC,212

each operating in widebus transmission mode. One GBTX receives its 40 MHz reference213

clock from the TCM routed through the PDMDB motherboard. This GBTX generates a214

160 MHz clock routed to the FPGA and a locally routed 40 MHz clock that serves as the215

reference clock for the second GBTX. The DTM GBTX data transmission e-links that216

are connected to the FPGA are operated in 160 MHz double data rate mode. Therefore217

14 e-links per GBTX are used to transmit the full 120 bit GBT frame at the nominal218

40 MHz frame rate. All electrical connections to the PDMDB motherboard are made219

through a single 10×10 pin low profile MegArray connector. The GBTXs are configured220

through their I2C configuration port. The two GBTXs and the FPGA are connected to a221

dedicated TCM I2C bus master.222

The PDMDB motherboard acts as a bridge for the signals between the ECs and the223

TCM and DTMs. The board also incorporates local power regulation for the FPGAs as224

well as for the active components on the ECs, TCM and DTMs using CERN FeastMP-CLP225

DCDC converters. As far as possible, passive routing is used to avoid the susceptibility of226

active components to radiation induced upsets. This results in some traces that exceed227

20 cm in length. Careful optimisation has been done for the critical signals in order to228

achieve good signal integrity. The only active components on the motherboard apart229

from the DCDC converters are the FPGAs. These receive the 2.5 V LVCMOS digital230

ouputs of the CLARO ASICs. Each CLARO output is represented as a single bit in a231

GBT frame and the packing of the bits into the frame is performed in the FPGA logic.232

No zero-suppression is applied therefore the FPGAs effectively sample the CLARO data233

at 40 MHz and transport the sampled data transparently to the uplinks with constant234

latency. At the FPGA output, groups of bits are serialised using the built-in FPGA IO235

serialiser resources to match the operation mode of the DTM GBTX e-links. These FPGA236

IOs are configured to use the 1.8 V LVDS signalling standard which is compatible with237

the SLVS signalling standard adopted by the GBTX.238

1.1.4 Photon detector columns239

The ECs and PDMDBs are arranged into two types of Photon Detector Modules (PDMs):240

PDM-Rs, composed by four EC-Rs and two back-to-back PDMDB-Rs, installed in the241

whole RICH1 and in the central region of RICH2; PDM-Hs, composed by four EC-Hs242
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Figure 8: Picture of a PDM-R with prototype components and coldbar.

and one PDMDB-H, installed in the peripheral regions of RICH2. A picture of a PDM-R243

prototype is shown in Fig. 8.244

For both RICH1 and RICH2 detectors, six PDMs are assembled on a T-shaped245

Aluminium structural element, referred hereafter as T-bar, to build one RICH column,246

including the distribution of services and the cooling circuit. In order to minimise the247

production of specific mechanical components for RICH1 and RICH2, the T-bar is kept248

identical between the two detectors. The T-bar provides a precise reference for the249

positioning of the ECs and PDMDBs, at the level of 0.2 mm. The overall length of the250

column is approximately 1.6 m with a width of 55 mm and a depth of 40 cm. The length is251

driven by the RICH2 layout, where the optical aperture is slightly larger than for RICH1.252

The width is optimised to match the width of the ECs and therefore to minimise the dead253

area. A CAD view of the T-bar, and a fully populated RICH2 column, are displayed in254

Fig. 9.255

The ECs are fixed at the front of the T-bar base by means of four M2 screws, with their256

connectors located into the openings of the T-bar, and plugged into the corresponding257

PDMDB connectors. The PDMDBs are fixed to the T-bar by means of four M2.5 screws.258

The active components on the PDMDB are a significant source of heat. These components259

are actively cooled by means of an Aluminium plate that provide their thermal coupling260

with the T-bar. The thermal exchange is favoured by using commercial thermal pads261

placed on the active elements of the PDMDBs. Fig. 10 illustrates this assembly.262
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(a) (b) (c)

Figure 9: (a): CAD view of the T-bar. (b): CAD view of the RICH2 column. (c): Picture of a
complete RICH2 column populated with the photon detector chain (ECs to the right) and the
complete set of services.

RICH1 columns contain 22 instead of the 24 ECs nominally corresponding to six263

PDMs, since the two ECs at the upper and lower end of each array are not mounted264

to facilitate the installation, handling and maintenance, and given the extremely low265

hit rate expected in the corresponding regions they are adequate to cover the complete266

acceptance. In addition, and for the same reasons, the column at the upstream end of267

each MaPMT plane, detecting Cherenkov photons associated to particles produced at268

the lowest pseudorapidity, has 20 ECs. A CAD view of a RICH1 column is displayed269

in Fig. 11. RICH2 columns are fully populated with 24 ECs and have four PDM-Hs270

interleaved by two PDM-Rs.271

The cooling of the photon detection chain is achieved by circulating a fluorinate coolant272

(3M Novec 649) in two 6 mm diameter ducts. These ducts are deep-drilled into the spine273

of the T-bar. The cooling flows back and forth into the two ducts thanks to a return274

block placed at one end of the column. This offers a uniform temperature distribution275
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(a) (b)

Figure 10: (a) CAD View of the PDMDB-R type with the levelling plate (in grey). (b) Photo of
the assembly.

Figure 11: CAD view of a RICH1 column

along the T-bar and allows the cooling connections at one end. The cooling requirements276

for each column are driven by the need to keep the temperature at the MaPMT surface277

well below 30◦C, that can be achieved with a minimum flow rate of 1800 litres per hour278

through each loop and with an inlet pressure and temperature of approximately 2 bar279

and 11◦C, respectively. The target pressure drop and temperature rise across each loop280

are approximately 0.7 bar and 5◦C, respectively.281

The instrumented columns require the distribution of services such as Low Voltage282

(LV), High Voltage (HV), data and TFC/ECS optical fibres, and monitoring devices for283

the DCS and DSS. Services run on both sides of the T-bar: one side contains the HV and284

LV cables while the other side contains the optical fibres. The different orientation of285

columns, horizontal in RICH1 and vertical in RICH2, requires two different designs on286

how the columns are held. Consequently the harness and the services, located on the rear287

side of the column, are arranged differently.288

Each PDMDB requires a primary supply of approximately 7 V and a secondary supply289

of 2.5 V allowing to power cycle individual boards via GPIO operations. The current290

consumption of a PDMDB-R (PDMDB-H) is approximately 2.5 A (1.5 A) when fully291

configured. The LV supply is provided by two Wiener Maraton channels for RICH1292

columns, while one channel is used for RICH2 columns. Dedicated distribution boards,293

that are located at one end of the column, provide the 2.5 V supply by means of DCDC294

regulators.295
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Each MaPMT is supplied by a high voltage (900 V) and an intermediate voltage (90 V)296

to power the last dynode, aiming to mitigate possible non-linearity effects in the MaPMTs297

installed in the high-occupancy region and allowing to monitor the anode current, the298

latter begin required to not exceed 100 µA per MaPMT. 3 The HV supplies are provided by299

common floating ground A1538DN CAEN boards, one per column, while the distribution300

of the voltages and ground from one PDM to the corresponding four ECs is implemented301

by means of dedicated HV distribution boards. Six HV distribution boards are mounted302

on the T-bar in proximity of the six PDMs. Such grouping allows to monitor the supplied303

current of each PDM. The HV supply has a common floating ground for the complete304

column.305

In order to avoid ground loops, each column is electrically insulated from the general306

holding mechanics. A copper braid, which plays as the safety ground, connects the LV307

ground of the column to the safety ground of the detector.308

The control of the PDMDBs and the data are transmitted through optical fibres. Both309

types of PDMDBs have two TFC/ECS fibres. Each PDMDB-R has six fibres while each310

PDMDB-H has four fibres to transport data to the TELL40 boards. A twelve-fibre ribbon311

with MPO-to-LC connectors fan-out the optical links to the individual connectors on the312

PDMDB.313

To monitor the overall temperature of the column, one 4-wires Pt100 temperature314

sensor is directly mounted on the T-bar. In addition, to monitor possible hot-spots and as315

mentioned in Sec. 1.1.2, there are several 2-wires Pt1000 installed on each EC component316

plus one temperature sensor on the PDMDB SCA, for a total of 168 and 112 temperature317

probes per RICH1 and RICH2 columns, respectively. These temperature sensors are318

monitored in the DCS as described in Sec. 1.4.1. For safety purposes and in order to cope319

with eventual network disruptions, a thermo-switch (normally closed), is mounted directly320

on the T-bar and will issue a DSS alarm if the temperature would exceed 35◦C.321

At each end of the column, the T-bar is fixed to a trolley composed by an interface322

plate and two open cylindrical bearings, made of low friction and electrically insulating323

polymer, that slide on the cylindrical rails. The alignment of the columns inside the324

corresponding rack can be affected by mechanical tolerances and differential thermal325

dilation, that are compensated by a small degree of freedom of the bearing at the top-end326

of each column. This clearance is recovered by pre-loaded washers springs acting between327

the floating trolley and the T-bar end.328

1.1.5 Irradiation campaigns and mitigations329

According to Fluka simulations, the radiation levels expected at the position of the330

RICH photon detectors arrays during the whole upgrade phase (corresponding to about331

50 fb−1 integrated luminosity) are 200 kRad as total ionising dose, 3×1012 1 MeV neq/cm2
332

and 1×1012 HEH/cm2 for the 1 MeV neq and High Energy Hadrons (HEH) fluences,333

respectively. These estimations already include a safety factor of two, and different334

irradiation campaigns have been carried out assuming an additional safety factor to335

these numbers in order to assess the impact of radiation into the photon detection chain336

components, in particular on MaPMTs, CLARO ASICs and PDMDB FPGAs, as described337

3An additional connector to power the last-but-one dynode is available but not connected as the baseline
solution.
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in the following. Other components, such as passive elements, cables and mechanical338

components, have been irradiated as well without showing any degradation.339

MaPMTs properties such as the photocathode sensitivity and secondary emission ratio340

have shown a negligible variation when exposed to radiation. However, the transmittance341

of the optical entrance window can show a significant degradation depending on the342

material. Multiple samples of MaPMT windows made of borosilicate and UV glass have343

been irradiated at different particle fluences, and a much smaller degradation for the UV344

glass has been measured. Therefore the UV glass window has been chosen as baseline345

material.346

The characterisation of the CLARO prototype ASIC in terms of radiation hardness347

has been performed with neutrons, X-rays and protons, as described in Refs. [6, 7]. This348

prototype did not allow reading the digital register and only analogue information could349

be extracted, therefore a complete characterisation in terms of Single-Event-Upset (SEU)350

events was not possible. The first two versions of the CLARO ASIC were characterised for351

radiation hardness using ion beams, proton beams and a mixed field high-energy beam [8],352

but suffered from soft Single-Event-Latchup (SEL) events at values of Linear Energy353

Transfer (LET) of about 20 MeV/ mg/ cm2. In 2016 the third version of the CLARO was354

produced: the configuration register has the same functionality as the previous version,355

but has been resynthesised using the radiation hardened by design cells [9, 10], designed356

by Instituto de Microelectronica de Sevilla, which exhibits higher LET threshold for single357

event effects with respect to AMS (formerly austriamicrosystems) standard cells. The358

new version of the CLARO ASIC was produced in small quantities (few tens of chips) in359

a Multi-Project Wafer (MPW) run and an irradiation campaign using ion beams, proton360

beams, X-rays and a mixed field high-energy hadron beam was done in 2016-2017 to assess361

its radiation hardness [11]. The design modification [5] was effective as the threshold for362

SEU and SEL was increased by a factor of three with respect to the previous versions. In363

addition, a voltage monitoring device is installed on each FEB to detect eventual SEL.364

FPGAs are susceptible to SEU, affecting the memory cells used to store the configura-365

tion bits and therefore disrupting the FPGA operation. In order to assess the feasibility366

of operations with the radiation levels and fields expected during Run 3, the PDMDB367

FPGAs have been tested under ions, protons and X-rays fields; moreover, in order to368

emulate as closely as possible the LHC environment and to provide a more precise estimate369

of the radiation-induced effects, the FPGAs have been tested under a mixed neutrons370

and HEH irradiation fields at the CHARM facility [12] at CERN. The SEU cross-section371

within the configuration memory has been measured by counting the single-bit errors372

obtained when emulating a fixed pattern through the FPGA logic. The estimated SEU373

cross-section has been determined to be (2.04± 0.74)× 10−7 cm2/device, resulting in a374

worst-case scenario upper limit of approximately 28 logic failures per hour, while no SEL375

events have been observed.376

In order to further decrease the number of logic failures, the complexity of the PDMDB377

firmware is minimised with as many features as possible that are required to implement378

the LHCb data transmission protocol pushed into the TELL40. This is possible because379

the data links can be operated with fixed latency so that they operate transparently380

and synchronously. Data injected into the PDMDB output serialisers is decoded by the381

TELL40 input deserialisers in such a way that is presented to the TELL40 processing382

logic after a constant delay that simply adds to the optical fibre propagation delay. As a383

result, any synchronous process required for the data transmission protocol that might384
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otherwise be required in the PDMDB firmware can instead be done in the TELL40. In this385

way the PDMDB firmware occupies only a few percent of the available general purpose386

FPGA logic resources and therefore minimises the probability of radiation-induced upsets.387

In addition, the most critical parts of the FPGA logic are protected using an extended388

triple modular redundancy technique that also allows selective partial reconfiguration of389

an FPGA without disrupting the logic operation. Finally, a fast recovery procedure is390

implemented at the BE firmwares level and, for redundancy, in the slow control system.391

1.2 RICH1 optical and mechanical systems392

The upgraded RICH1 detector, located upstream of the LHCb dipole magnet between393

the VELO and the UT, has had major design changes and a subsequent re-build. The394

aerogel radiator of the previous RICH1 has been already removed during the LS1, but395

the fluorocarbon C4F10 gas radiator is retained. The angular acceptance of 300 mrad396

(horizontal) and 250 mrad (vertical) is unchanged, with the low angle acceptance defined397

by the 25 mrad section of the LHCb beryllium beampipe. RICH1 provides π/K PID from398

approximately 2 – 30 GeV (with K separation obtained from veto mode below the kaon399

threshold of 9.3 GeV) and π/p separation from approximately 10 – 60 GeV.400

A schematic (CAD model) of the RICH1 detector is shown in Fig. 1. RICH1 is aligned401

to the LHCb coordinate axes and occupies the region 947.5 mm≤ z ≤2245 mm beyond402

the VELO exit window and ±920 mm in x. The z-axis follows the beamline which is403

inclined at 3.6 mrad to the horizontal.404

The optical layout of the upgraded RICH1 has been modified to reduce the large LHC405

Run 3 hit occupancies in the central region of the detector. The occupancies have been406

halved by increasing the focal length of the spherical mirrors by a factor of approx
√

2 ,407

which also improves the Cherenkov angle resolution due to the reduced aberrations of the408

spherical mirrors. An illustration of the previous and upgraded geometries are contrasted409

in Fig. 12. As a consequence of the increased focal length, the photon detector planes have410

been moved upwards and downwards from the beamline, respectively, by approximately411

xxxx mm.412

The design philosophies of the original RICH1 detector are retained. The material413

budget within the acceptance retains lightweight carbon-fibre spherical mirrors with all414

other components of the optical system located outside the acceptance; the total radiation415

length of RICH1 is ∼8% X0. Planar (flat) mirrors reflect the image from the tilted416

spherical mirrors onto the photon detector planes.417

The arrays of MaPMTs, described in Section 1.1.4, are located at the upper and lower418

focal planes, and each array occupies an active area 605 mm wide by 1199 mm long. The419

MaPMTs are shielded from the fringe field of the LHCb dipole, which unshielded is 60 mT420

in the region of RICH1. They are supported in columns from within magnetic shielding421

boxes of ARMCO iron, above and below the beamline outside the LHCb acceptance.422

These shields are retained from the original RICH1 detector, however with the so-called423

“shelves” cut off by 70 mm to retain the photon acceptance. Additionally the four shielding424

sides each have two machined 666 mm × 462 mm and 810 mm x 56 mm apertures to425

allow for MaPMT column extraction and insertion in situ, each aperture covered by a426

7 mm (TBC) thick plate. Within the magnetic boxes, the MaPMTs are mounted within427

additional local mumetal shielding and are able to work efficiently in fields of 3 mT. To428

guide the new design, the fields were simulated with the OPERA/TOSCA software and429
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Figure 12: The optical geometries of (a) the original and (b) the upgraded RICH1. [Fig needs
updating with new numbers]

later measured at a position displaced by about 10 cm from the nominal MaPMT plane.430

The studies verify that the MaPMTs will operate in a B-field in the range 0.6–2.2 mT,431

with the axial field below 1 mT for all MaPMTs.432

1.2.1 Gas enclosure433

The purpose of the gas enclosure is to contain the C4F10 gas radiator, to provide an optical434

bench for all optical components, and to ensure gas and light tightness. A schematic and435

photograph of the gas enclosure is shown in Fig. 13. The C4F10 radiator gas pressure follows436

atmospheric and sustains a ±3 mbar pressure differential with the outside environment.437

The total gas volume is approximately 3.8 m3.438

The enclosure is machined from 30 mm thick aluminium alloy tooling plate. The six439

sides are bolted and epoxy-sealed at their edges, and internally sealed with flexible silicon440

sealant4 to ensure leak tightness. The side faces of the gas enclosure are open to allow441

access for installation of mirrors and to the beampipe. The structure has removable442

stiffening hatch-plates at the side apertures to prevent deflections of the structure when443

the side panels are removed, following loading with the mirrors, or when under ambient444

operational pressure. During normal operation the sides are sealed by 15 mm aluminium445

panels. The maximum deflection of the superstructure is limited everywhere to 150µm.446

The upstream and downstream faces of the gas enclosure have apertures to allow447

passage of particles with minimum scattering within the LHCb acceptance. The upstream448

face attaches to a 300µm thick stainless steel bellows, the so-called VELO seal, which449

provides a gas-tight, mechanically compliant (longitudinal ±10 mm and transverse ±1 mm)450

seal to the downstream face of the VELO vacuum tank (axial stiffness 37 Nmm−1).451

The downstream face is closed by a low-mass (0.7%X0 (TBC), 16.2 mm thick) exit452

window manufactured from a sandwich of two 0.6 mm thick carbon fibre skins filled with453

4Bluestar CAF4 Silicon Sealant
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Figure 13: (a) Side view CAD layout of the RICH1 gas enclosure. (b) Photo of the RICH1 gas
enclosure after its construction. Figures might possibly be updated.

15 mm Airex 5 R82.80 foam. The window is sealed to a flange (a fixed fin machined in the454

beryllium beam pipe) using a 1 mm thick opaque moulded silicone diaphragm6, as used in455

the original RICH1 [3]. The deflection of the window due to the gas enclosure pressure456

differential is approximately ±0.8 mm. All removable aperture covers (VELO seal, exit457

window, quartz window and side doors) are sealed with 4.5—5.8 mm diameter EPDM7
458

O-rings. The gas enclosure is supported by the lower magnetic shield from mounts that459

allow its alignment to the nominal beam line. Fully loaded with optical components, the460

overall weight of the gas enclosure is approximately xxx kg.461

Square apertures above and below the beamline allow Cherenkov light to reach the462

MaPMTs, located behind. The apertures are sealed with polished fused silica windows8,463

8 mm thick, of dimensions 655×475 mm2. The windows are each fabricated from three464

equal-size panes, glued together along one edge and then glued into a supplementary465

frame. The six quartz panes were individually deposited with an anti-reflective coating in466

the CERN Optics Lab with approximately a quarter wavelength of MgF2, which provides467

5Airex AG Industrie Nord 26, 5643 Sins, Switzerland
6Dow Corning Sylgard 186, with 5% black pigment added.
7Ethylene Propylene Diene Monomer (M-class) rubber
8Spectrosil 2000, Heraeus Quarzglas GmbH & Co, Quartzstrasse 8, 63450 Hanau, Germany.
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(a) (b)

Figure 14: CAD view of the (a) spherical and (b) flat mirror assembly. The mirror corner
positions in (x,y,z) are reported as well, being symmetric around the x and y axes.

a gain at 270nm of around 3.5%. The transmission has been measured on witness samples468

over the range of interest of 270nm to 500nm to be better than 95%.469

1.2.2 Mirrors470

Four tilted Carbon Fibre Reinforced Polymer (CFRP) spherical mirrors and sixteen glass471

planar mirrors are used to focus the Cherenkov light onto the photon detector planes.472

The CAD views of the mirror assemblies are reported in Fig. 14. (TODO: pictures)473

Each spherical mirror has a width of 740 mm, a height of 650 mm, a thickness of474

33 mm and a radius of curvature of 3650 mm(TODO: weight? Confirm numbers).475

The mirrors are arranged in four quadrants centred around the beam line, and the inner476

corner of each mirror has a quarter-circle cutout in order to accommodate the beam pipe477

with a clearance of approximately 12 mm. In order to allow a mirror alignment with478

a precision of the order of tenths of mrad, each mirror is supported at the other three479

corners by means of spherical rod end adjusters bolted to a CFRP frame, that is made480

of a 2 inch square tubular structure. Each CFRP frame is divided along the y axis into481

two C-shaped halves, each one supporting two mirrors positioned in the vertical direction,482

with a mirror-to-mirror separation of 3 mm to allow for alignment and as a clearance for483

deformations. The top (bottom) pair of mirrors are aligned to point to the same top484

(bottom) centre-of-curvature. Each C-shaped half has a weight of approximately 10 kg485

and is bolted to V-blocks sitting on a cylindrical load rail positioned at the floor of the486

gas enclosure.487

Planar mirrors have a width of 370 mm, a height of 440 mm, a thickness of 6 mm and488

a radius of curvature larger than 600 m(TODO: weight? Confirm numbers). They489

are arranged in two sets of eight mirrors each, positioned outside the detector acceptance490

above and below the beam line, with a mirror-to-mirror separation of 3 mm as in the491

case of spherical mirrors. Each mirror is bonded at its centre to a poly-carbonate mount,492

bolted into machined pockets on four rigid 1-inch thick aluminium support frames, each493

frame supporting four mirrors. In addition, a poly-carbonate ring centred on each mirror494
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Figure 15: CAD model of a column in the RICH1 configuration. Copper-carried services (low-
voltage, high-voltage, and thermometry) enter the column through connectors at the extreme
left of the column. Cooling and data fibres enter from the right. the MaPMTs are mounted on
the top surface, there alignment pins are also shown. On the bottom face of the column are
mounted carriages to support the column from a rail. Cassettes for winding optical fibres are
shown in orange.

is used to secure the mounting. The top and bottom set of mirrors are aligned to form a495

single plane parallel to both support frames pointing to the corresponding photon detector496

plane. Each support frame with its mirrors loads approximately 40 kg and is bolted to497

V-blocks sitting on a rail bolted to the front panel of the gas enclosure.498

1.2.3 Photon detectors region499

The MaPMT columns are prepared in a specific variant for RICH1 to account for the500

geometry. The columns make use of the common cooling and electronics, but have custom501

support mechanics and services. Eleven RICH1 columns are arranged side by side to form502

a 11×22 array of elementary cells. One such array is placed below the beam pipe, with a503

second above. Both arrays are horizontal in the plane perpendicular to the beam pipe,504

and are tilted with an angle of XX with respect to the beam pipe towards the interaction505

point. The array has a centre point of (x, y, z).506

A CAD model of the RICH1 columns is shown in Fig. 15. The RICH1 columns have507

built in supports for the services to the MaPMTs and associated electronics. The optical508

fibres are secured in bespoke cassettes, around which they are wound and secured, allowing509

their different path length to be absorbed. The low-voltage distribution is made with510

custom mechanics. The cabling each has specific routing paths and points to be secured.511

RICH1 columns are supported from the face opposite the MaPMTs, held in place512

on rails allowing easy removal for maintenance. Pivoting around the rails is stopped by513

precision alignment pins at both ends of the columns on the same face as the MaPMTs.514

The rails are held at the correct angle and aligned on the MaPMT chassis, which acts515

and an optical bench for the columns, and at each end has precision slots to accept the516

alignment pins mounted on the columns. The chassis as installed on the Up side of RICH1517
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Figure 16: Support structure for the RICH1 columns, the MaPMT chassis, showing the rails and
alignment structures. The chassis is mounted to the soft-iron magnetic shielding that surrounds
the MaPMT region.

is shown in Fig. 16.518

Columns are inserted and removed along the rails from one side of the chassis. At the519

far end, copper carried services (low-voltage, high-voltage, and monitoring) are connected520

to the column through a push connector. Services that require manual disconnection521

(cooling and data fibres) are attached to the column at the extraction side. This allows522

the column to be removed for maintenance by accessing only one side of the detector.523

The bulk of the soft-iron magnetic shielding has remained from the original detector,524

however it has been modified for the new optics and access scheme. The horizontal shelf525

(bottom of Fig. 16) was shortened by 70 mm to avoid blocking photons reflected from526

the position of the new spherical mirrors. Access ports were added to the exterior doors,527

to allow the removal of the columns without the time-costly operation of removing the528

doors. These access ports are subsequently sealed with a panel made from a sheet of529

high-permeability metal to recover lost shielding performance. Simulations show that530

after these modifications the shielding still provides sufficient reduction of the magnetic531

field for the operation of the MaPMTs.532

1.3 RICH2 and its new photon detector planes533

RICH2 is located downstream the dipole magnet, covering an angular acceptance of ±15 –534

120 mrad in the horizontal direction and ±100 mrad in the vertical direction, It extends535

between 9500 and 11832 mm along the z-axis. The photon detector planes are located536

on the LHCb detector sides. RICH2 provides π/K separation between 15 and 60 GeV,537

and proton identification up to 100 GeV, the lower limit being dictated by the limited538

geometrical acceptance that is designed to cover the high momentum range.539

The superstructure with the large entry and exit windows, the two magnetic shields540

located on the each side and the optical system (mirrors and their supports) inside the541

enclosure and the quartz windows are retained without any modification [3]. These542

components demonstrated indeed to sustain the harsher LHC Run 3 conditions from both543
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the operational and radiation tolerance point of views. The main upgrade on the RICH2544

concerns the installation of the new photon detectors planes. The integration of the new545

photon detection chain and its services in RICH2 requires a new mechanical structure to546

host the photon detector planes.547

The structure holding the columns is made of aluminium profiles, allowing to place up548

to fourteen RICH2 columns side by side with a clearance of 1 mm between them. This549

arrangement of the columns form the array of the photon detectors. The baseline is to550

populate with twelve columns with the two empty slots at the periphery as shown in551

Fig. 17 for a total of 288 ECs (384× R13742 MaPMT + 192× R13743 MaPMT).552

Two such structures, named hereafter racks, are installed into the magnetic shields on553

the LHCb A-side and C-side. The arrays are placed vertically as the complete RICH2,554

which is not exactly perpendicular to the LHC beam: both arrays are tilted on the555

horizontal plane at 1.065 rad with respect to the LHCb x coordinate axis, with the first556

column towards the interaction point being the farthest from the beam pipe. The centre557

of the photon detector arrays are at ±3891.5, 15, 10760.5) mm.558

Each rack is installed on a trolley which offers a translation, perpendicular to the focal559

plane, of the complete photon detector system. In order to move out of the shield the560

complete structure, additional rails need to be installed. The purpose of this translation561

is mainly for the installation, maintenance and dismounting of the rack. Furthermore,562

(a) (b)

Figure 17: CAD view (a) and photograph (b) of the fully assembled and commissioned RICH2
A-side photon detectors array.
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between the rack and the trolley, anchor points allow to adjust the position of the racks.563

Inside the rack, at the bottom and top, there are rails which allow to slide individually564

each column, in the direction perpendicular to the focal plane. Thanks to this translation,565

the installation and the ease of access for maintenance is greatly simplified. These rails566

are made of hard anodised aluminium and they are fastened on base plates.567

Two cooling manifolds are located under the trolley: one manifold distributes the568

coolant to each column in parallel while the other collects back the fluid. The manifolds569

are connected to the two transfer lines via special made feed-throughs. Each column is570

connected with two polyurethane hoses and double shut-off couplers to the manifolds.571

These couplers offer the possibility to disconnect a column without having to purge nor572

to close any valve.573

On the upper side of the rack, cable chains connected to all columns route the electric574

cables and optical fibres to the patch panel located above the rack. Thanks to this design,575

each column could be extracted, e.g. for replacing a faulty components, fully independently576

and allowing to continue the operations on the other columns.577

The patch panel installed at the top of the photon detector enclosure is the interface578

where all services are connected to the columns. It provides the connections to the safety579

ground, LV, HV, DCS, DSS, TFC/ECS and data transfer. The interface has been designed580

to provide an easy way to disconnect the columns and to ensure a light- and gas-tight581

enclosure. Nitrogen is flushed permanently to ensure a dry atmosphere into the enclosure,582

minimising the risk of condensation and therefore a good dielectric environment.583

1.4 Monitoring and controls584

1.4.1 Detector control system585

The Detector Control System (DCS) is responsible for switching on and off the low voltage586

powers supplies, detector safety and environmental monitoring, both the photon detector587

environment and the gas radiators. A variety of sensors is interfaced using the Embedded588

Local Monitoring Board (ELMB), while a large number of temperature sensors on the589

baseboards, FEBs and backboards are read out using the ADC of the SCA readout chip.590

The SCA provides a 100 µA current source that can be used to create a voltage drop591

on Pt1000 sensors, leading to a resolution of approximately 0.5◦C. Each sensor/current592

source combination has been calibrated in the laboratory and the calibrations constants593

are integrated in the software. The ADC readings of the associated hardware registers are594

mapped into datapoint structures inside the DCS WinCC-OA project: by subscribing to595

the GBT server it is possible to start periodic monitoring of their values.596

The safety of the detector hardware is paramount at every operation. The temperature597

of a large number of on-detector components is monitored via the SCA chip, however,598

these temperatures are only available when the detectors are operational. A separate599

Pt100 sensor on every photon detector column, connected to the coldbar and read out via600

the ELMB in a 4-wire configuration, provides additional information when the detectors601

are switch off. In addition, two temperature sensors are installed at the input and output602

of each cooling manifold. A further check on the circulation of the cooling is performed by603

using two pressure sensors per cooling manifold. Temperature and humidity in the photon604

detector enclosure are monitored with dedicated sensors. A safe switch on procedure is605

implemented, where automatic configuration of the SCA chip at power-up allows the606
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Figure 18: CAD view (a) and photograph (b) of the RICH2 photon detection system inside the
A-side enclosure.

read out of the temperature sensors without any action of the operator. If the automatic607

configuration fails the detectors are returned to a safe state (OFF).608

When the detector is operational a number of sensors is used to check for possible signs609

of abnormal conditions. These sensors are part of a Finite State Machine (FSM) that can610

take automatic actions. The electronics, the detector environment and the condition of611

the cooling system are all checked constantly to ensure safe operation. Actions by the612

FSM switch off both the low voltage system and the MaPMT high voltage system. Finally613

a smaller number of sensors are connected to the Detector Safety System (DSS) running614

on a PLC system with many redundancies and is the last line of defence of detector safety.615

The DCS, via the ELMB JCOP framework component, also collects information about616

the temperature and pressure of the Cherenkov radiators. Any changes in the gas density617

effect directly the refractive index (n− 1) of the gas radiators. The temperature in the618

experimental hall, although not constant, is generally stable. However, the gas is always619

kept at atmospheric pressure which can fluctuate significantly. The temperature and620

pressure are recorded in the Conditions Database and can be extracted by the LHCb621

event reconstruction software to calculate the correct refractive index.622
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1.4.2 DAQ controls, monitoring and dataflow623

The FE and BE electronics require a live configuration both to operate properly and624

establish a predictable dataflow. The control system is segmented in a number of625

subsystems both for modularity and ease of maintenance, capable of scaling up to626

thousands of FE devices, and about hundred BE ones, the operations required by one627

minimal set, composed by one PDMDB, one SOL40 and one TELL40. The SOL40628

provides, via each of its 48 bidirectional optical link, the reference 40 MHz clock and629

TFC commands to the PDMDBs through their TCMs. Commands are decoded by the630

combination of a GBTx and an SCA ASICs, resulting in actual operations on the device,631

like writing the registers of a specific CLARO ASIC connected to the PDMDB or the632

generation of a test pulse via the onboard FPGA. The FE data is sent by the PDMDB to633

the TELL40, via unidirectional optical links, through two or three DTMs, depending on634

the variant of the PDMDB.635

The relevant PDMDB registers are periodically monitored via subscriptions to the636

GBT server: differences between writing and readings in any of such registers arise errors.637

The monitoring of the TFC links quality is implemented as well through the readings of638

the Received-Signal-Strength-Indicator (RSSI) and of the Master GBTx Forward-Error-639

Correction (FEC) counters, allowing to spot eventual issues on the receivers side.640

TFC commands are used at power on and configuration time to enable communication641

busses, initialise temperature sensors, load the firmware on the PDMDB FPGAs and642

set thresholds on the CLARO discriminators. After successful configuration, the FE is643

already streaming trigger-less data to the TELL40; a stateless implementation of the644

PDMDB firmware was chosen in order to minimise the impact of Single Event Effects645

(SEE) due to radiation. This approach required to move in the TELL40 the labelling of646

data frames with the Bunch Crossing ID (BXID), necessary along the dataflow to merge647

all data fragments belonging to the same event across the whole experiment. Each data648

link carries, at 40 MHz, a frame of 112 bits of usable payload, 86 of which are mapped649

one to one to MaPMT pixels, 12 are used to transfer monitoring information about the650

status of the triplicated modules within the PDMDB firmware, and the remaining ones651

are unused, but necessary due to the GBT-WideBus data transmission protocol.652

TELL40s can receive 48 data links, but, when in the WideBus mode, as it was653

chosen for the RICH, the input bandwidth exceeds the output bandwidth by about a654

factor 2. Since the pixel occupancy in the RICH detector varies by orders of magnitude655

between RICH1 and RICH2, their centre and periphery, and the highest occupancy region656

corresponds to a relatively small fraction of the acceptance, it was decided to balance the657

bandwidth, where possible, applying a simple lossless compression algorithm: within the658

TELL40, each data frame payload (11B) is divided in two unequal parts; if the number of659

asserted bits (hit pixels) in each part is below 5 or 6, the corresponding payload is replaced660

with the address of the asserted bit within the frame, otherwise it is left untouched.661

Using a detailed MC simulation of the experiment, two categories of TELL40s have been662

populated: where the bandwidth could be balanced, 48 input links were used, while 24663

where used elsewhere, thus requiring the usage of 72 boards instead of 104. Each TELL40664

merges and compresses, when convenient, data from all the connected input links, aligned665

using their BXID label, into packets that are transferred to the host Event Builder (EB)666

server via PCIe, up to a maximum bandwidth of 102 Gb/s. The EB netowrk actually667

allows for a maximum average bandwidth of 90 Gb/s, but, after optimisation, none of the668
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Figure 19: Typical output of the DAC scans procedure. In (a) the calibration of a single CLARO
channel with offset bit enabled and no attenuation is shown. The charge corresponding to a
threshold DAC code (th) is determined by the linear relation Q = Q0 + Qth · th. In (b) the
distribution of the charges corresponding to one threshold step (Qth) for a RICH2 column is
shown.

RICH EB servers exceeds 70 Gb/s, being limited, due to non-poissonian fluctuations of669

the occupancy, by the maximum instantaneous bandwidth rather than its average.670

1.5 Photon detectors and frontend electronics calibration671

The single photon detection efficiency is a crucial parameter of the RICH system, and672

is mainly driven by intrinsic properties of the MaPMTs, such as the photocathode673

quantum efficiency, the collection efficiency at the first dynode and the single photon674

gain. Additional contributions to the detection efficiencies arise from the anode signal675

digitisation, provided by the corresponding CLARO channel by means of a programmable676

threshold.677

Dedicated calibration procedures are used in order to minimise the inefficiency arising678

from the threshold setting, while ensuring the suppression of noise hits due to the MaPMT679

and FE electronics pedestals. In addition, the same procedures allow to monitor the single680

photon gain variation with time and ageing of each MaPMT channel, and the stability of681

each CLARO channel.682

Each CLARO channel is calibrated by using DAC scans, where a known charge is683

injected at the input in 256 steps of 15.6 ke each, from 0 to 4 Me, at fixed values of threshold684

DAC code, attenuation and offset bits. By detecting the threshold code corresponding to685

the transition where the level of the comparator is up, and by repeating the DAC scan for686

three different threshold settings, the conversion between a threshold DAC code and the687

corresponding absolute charge is determined, for each set of attenuation and offset bits,688

while keeping the HV in state off and not illuminating the system. Ten thousands events689

per step are acquired. An example of the output of DAC scans performed on a RICH2690

column is reported in Fig. 19. The linearity of the threshold setting as a function of the691

injected charge is found to be excellent for all attenuation values and offset bits.692

Threshold scans are performed in order to find the set of frontend working points, i.e.693

threshold, attenuation and offset bits, that maximise the single photon efficiency. For694
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Figure 20: Distribution of RICH2 CLARO thresholds converted in absolute charge (black), with
a mean of 207.58± 0.16 ke and a standard deviation of 39.64± 0.10 ke, reflecting the spread of
the pedestals distribution. The threshold settings can be compared to the pixel gains at 900 V
(red), 950 V (green) and 1000 V (blue).

fixed values of attenuation, offset and HV, the photon detection chain is illuminated in695

the single photon regime, and the threshold is decremented in unit steps. 105 events696

per step are acquired and by counting the number of detected hits, the integrated pulse697

height distribution for each channel is determined. It is found that the best operational698

conditions are obtained for zero attenuation and with the offset bit enabled, the latter699

allowing to identify the electronics pedestal for all the channels. A minimal shift of the700

MaPMT pedestal, of the order of one threshold step, is observed with an HV power701

supply change of 100 V. The simplest strategy to obtain the working points is to set the702

channel threshold five steps above the corresponding pedestal, ensuring to have no counts703

due to noise and an optimal detection efficiency on single photons. The distribution of704

the threshold settings for the 73728 RICH2 channels, converted in absolute charge as705

determined through DAC scans, is shown in Fig. 20. The threshold setting is compared706

with the single photon peak (G) distributions of the corresponding anodes at different HV707

supply as determined from PDQA. Being the standard deviation σG of the single photon708

distribution proportional to the gain as σG ∼ G/4, these working points gives a good709

threshold efficiency.710

Since threshold scans provide the integral pulse height spectrum, they are also used to711

estimate the single photon peak for each channel, allowing to implement the monitoring712
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Figure 21: RICH1 simulated photon detector hit time distribution showing the signal (S) peak
and possible time gate in the front-end electronics.

of gain variations with MaPMT ageing.713

1.5.1 Time alignment714

The prompt Cherenkov radiation and focusing mirror optics lead to the nearly simultaneous715

time-of-arrival (ToA) of photons from a track in the RICH detector. This unique feature716

allows the application of a time gate at the FE electronics acting like a shutter to exclude717

out-of-time background from the output data whilst accepting the photon signal with718

well-defined ToA. Figure 21 shows the distribution of photon hit times in the RICH1719

detector from a detailed simulation. The signal peak (labelled S) spans approximately720

2 ns due to the spread of primary vertices in LHCb, which dictates the minimal width for721

the FE time gate. In practice, the combination of CLARO time walk, channel variations,722

MAPMT transit time spread and digital sampling rate at the FE electronics will increase723

the width of the time gate to 3.125 or 6.25 ns. In addition to the background from724

the beam interactions in Fig. 21, the time gate excludes sensor noise such as MAPMT725

SIN. Since the time scale of SIN is of the order of microseconds, this background arrives726

uniformly within the 25 ns bunch crossing period and the 6.25 ns to 3.125 ns time gate is727

therefore expected to give a four to eight-fold reduction of SIN hits, respectively. These728

background reductions improve the PID performance using the RICH pattern recognition729

algorithms.730

A further refinement of the PDMDB firmware is therefore implemented. The time731

gating logic exploits the deserialiser, which is embedded in every input-output (IO) logic732

block of the Kintex FPGA on the PDMDB and is optimised to be able to operate at gigabit733

rates. The deserialiser samples the CLARO signals using both edges of the 160 MHz clock734

and shifts the sampled data at 320 Mbit/s into an 8-bit shift register. This byte can be735

checked against specific signal patterns using a lookup table, which is a readily available736

memory resource with a small logic footprint in the general purpose logic of the FPGA.737

If the CLARO signal pattern matches one of the configured lookup table patterns, a hit738

is registered on the 40 MHz system clock edge. The programmable lookup table allows739

flexibility between data-taking modes such as different time gate widths, edge detection740

and basic spillover checks.741
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The time gate is applied at a fixed latency with respect to the LHCb clock. The FPGA742

receives the 40 MHz system clock and 160 MHz sampling clock from the GBT, where743

the clock phases can be adjusted over the 25 ns range in fine steps of 49 ps. This allows744

the position of the time gate to be fine-tuned with respect to the signal time-of-arrival745

in the RICH detector. An alternative, coarser mechanism is available from the bit-slip746

feature of the IO deserialiser, which offsets the 8-bit sampling window in steps of one747

bit (3.125 ns at 320 Mbit/s). Additionally, the tap-delay feature of the deserialisers is748

used to compensate, with approximately 3 ns range and 100 ps step size, for CLARO749

channel-to-channel variations in the ToA of typically a few nanoseconds. The 160 MHz750

clock is used to drive a built-in delay control feature that ensures the stability of the tap751

delays over time.752

1.6 Expected performance753

The performance of the RICH detectors is evaluated using the LHCb simulation framework.754

The single-photon resolution σθ, as well as its individual components (chromatic, emission755

point and pixel errors) is investigated using a simplified Cherenkov angle θC reconstruction756

within the Gauss application monitoring. This simplified procedure assumes by default757

that a photon is emitted from a point along the particle path at the middle of the radiator758

length and that it hits the centre of the relevant detector pixel. As an example, the pixel759

error is evaluated by repeating this process with a true pixel hit position as an input760

and studying the difference between the two values. An expected average number of761

Cherenkov photon hits in a single ring for saturated tracks, namely the photon yield is762

also obtained using such full simulation.763

The total Cherenkov angle resolution for a track ∆θC is given by764

∆θC =
σθ√
Nph

⊕ Ctracking, (1)

where Nph denotes the photon yield, the constant factor Ctracking corresponds to the765

tracking resolution, and the ⊕ symbol indicates that the two terms are added in quadrature.766

For the purposes of the evaluation of the expected RICH performance Ctracking is assumed767

to be equal 0.35 mrad.768

1.6.1 Simulation setup and typical output769

The simulation used for the results presented here includes the up to date information770

on the RICH geometry and on the properties of its optical system and photon detection771

chain. The properties of the individual photon detectors channels, such as the MaPMT772

gain and noise, are accounted for; in addition, background sources such as SIN pulses773

and scintillation photons are included as well. In the simulation, the values related to774

the mentioned aspects of the individual channels are based on the data acquired during775

quality assurance procedures with a 900 V bias voltage for the MaPMTs and aiming to776

represent realistic operational conditions of the RICH detectors during LHC Run 3. The777

study is performed using a sample of 10000 B0
s → φφ decays as typical signal events.778

The simulated data is obtained with the standard Run 3 configuration, corresponding to779

L = 2× 1033 cm−2 s−1. The PID performance, after the application of the reconstruction780
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Figure 22: (left) Average quantum efficiency of the MaPMTs used at RICH and (right) a typical
PID performance of the kaon identification obtained from the LHCb software for the configuration
described in the text (red). A corresponding curve for the Run 2 conditions (prepared using
the simulation with the current LHCb geometry and Run 2 luminosity as reported in Ref. [13])
is shown for a reference (black).
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Figure 23: Average detected occupancy per channel for different MaPMTs in the (left) RICH1
and (right) RICH2 detector. The values are obtained using the LHCb simulation.

algorithms, is reported for tracks in the momentum range of 2 – 100 GeV and pT larger781

than 0.5 GeV. Only the tracks that traverse the full LHCb tracking system acceptance782

are used (with no further requirements on their pseudorapidity).783

The average MaPMT quantum efficiency curve, which is used as the nominal value784

in the simulation, is shown in Fig. 22, together with a typical PID performance curve,785

representing the probability to mistag an hadron as a pion versus the probability to786

correctly identify the particle as a kaon. The digitisation step, implemented through the787

Boole application, allows to determine the expected occupancy as a function of the788

MaPMT identifier as reported in Fig. 23.789
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Table 2: Simulated performance of the LHC Run 3 RICH detectors. For RICH2, the values are
given for the inner detector regions populated with the R13742 MaPMTs.

Photon yield Cherenkov angle resolution [ mrad]
Nph

optimal Nph
typical chromatic emission point pixel σθ ∆θC

RICH1 63 59 0.52 0.36 0.50 0.81 0.36
RICH2 34 30 0.34 0.32 0.22 0.52 0.36

1.6.2 Performance study790

A particle gun setup is used to evaluate the photon yield (Nph
optimal) and the Cherenkov791

angle resolution. The particle gun is configured to provide 80 GeV muons, which ensures792

that the tracks are saturated and are not significantly curved by the magnetic field to793

minimise the uncertainty arising from the tracking system. In addition, the acceptance794

region where the RICH performance is expected to be optimal is used: the polar angle of795

the tracks is required to be in the 90 – 180 mrad and 40 – 90 mrad for RICH1 and RICH2,796

respectively. The results are found to be consistent by using signal events, provided797

that the requirements on the quality of the tracks correspond to the ones arising from798

the particle gun configuration. The typical photon yield (Nph
typical) in the signal events799

without such track quality requirements is reported as well. The typical photon yield800

values are lower than the optimal ones, mainly due to the limitations in the acceptance due801

to the beam pipe region. The numbers are summarised in Tab. 2. As it can be determined802

by using Eq. 1, the dominant contribution to the total Cherenkov angle resolution per803

track is due to the assumed tracking uncertainty Ctracking of 0.35 mrad.804
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